9/16/04

THIEVES
SUBVERT (CURRENT GOVT.)
WEALTH REDISTRIBUTION

REFUGE

SOCIAL

POLITICAL

△ = REMOVE SAVETR.

SOCIAL & = REgressive TAXATION
PERSONAL CRUSADE

SHERIFF

P. JOHNN
MISSION

WHO ARE WE = “SOCIAL JUSTICE”

WHAT WE DO & HOW = STEAL (ROB)
GIVE TO POOR

FOR WHOM = THE POOR

OR SEEKING REDRESS FOR GRAVIANCES
MISSION

AGENTS FOR SOCIAL JUSTICE
LOYAL TO KING

IMPROVE QUALITY OF LIFE

CAUSE UNREST (S.P.E.), EXM. GOV.
REMOVE SHERIFF & PJ

REMOVE SHERIFF

GAIN FUNDS

EST. POL. ALLIANCES
PROACTIVE (INTENDED)

REACTIVE (ADAPTIVE)
MISSION

WELFARE
SECURITY
REFUGE
WELCOME